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Glass Blowing demo

Our November demonstration
was by Irving Slothchiver a local
glass blower. We had a pretty good
crowd and filled up his workshop.
He had a large workshop that was
divided between woodworking and
glass blowing. Unlike the glass
artists you see at the mall this style
of shaping glass requires 3 or more
furnaces to melt and temper the
glass.
The first fiumace actually melts
the raw glass and brings it up to
temperature so it can be worked.
He said this was 2200 degrees. The
It's that time again. We have to
second furnace is called a Glory
elect a few new officers. We will
Hole and this is used to shape the
elect a President, a Librarian and one
glass. Irving took a blowpipe and
new board member. I f you are interheated it so that the glass would
ested in one of the positions call one
stick to the pipe. Then he would
of the officers to get your name on
insert it into the L' oven and pick up
the ballet or show up at the meeting
a "gather" of glass. This was then
and volunteer for one of the posiheated in the Glory hole to a certain
tions. We don't have an electoral
temperature so the glass could be
college so the election should go
shaped. The temperature of the
pretty smooth. I've already checked
glass is achieved by watching the
with the Attorney General and there
color, anywhere from dull red to
won't be a recount.
almost white. Irving would go back
and forth between each furnace
gathering glass and then shaping
and then back for another gather
until he achieved the size desired for
the piece.
Colors and shapes could be
Alice Jensen
added to the glass at each stage to
P.O. Box 932
achieve the final results. Irving
ShelbyviUe, Tn. 37162
made some paperweights. He explained that patience was necessary
because the glass had to heat or coo!
Our next meeting will be December S"" at 7pm. Bobby
Clemens will be our guest speaker
and he will talk about sharpening.
Hopefully after this meeting I will
be able to put together the rest of
the sharpening article.

Presidential
Election

New Members

to a certain temperature to be able
to control that step. The piece
was shaped using wooden dippers
that are soaked in water, a
graphite pad with water soaked
newspaper inside, and various
tongs and flat boards.
When the piece was finished he
carefully driped water at the joint
he had prepared between the
blowpipe and the glass and then
tapped it gently. The glass drops
into his heavily gloved hands and
is then place in an annealing oven.
It sits in the annealing oven for 3
days with the temperature decreasing 5 degrees per half hour.
I f this is not done the glass will
shatter or become to brittle to
handle.
I thought this demonstration
was real interesting and gives you
a clue as to how hard other artists
work to create their pieces. I
want to thank Irving for inviting
us.

Classifieds
Alice Jensen has poinsettias
for sale. Alice has many years
of experience growing these
plants. They will be offered in a
variety o f colors grown in clay
pots. Various sizes are available. She will bring a few samples to the next meeting. I f you
are interested please call at 931684-7851

SMALL ANGLED TOOLS
High-speed steel and silver solder do it
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American Woodturner and the December 1993 issue of American Woodworker, I wrote articles on making
hollow-turned ornaments. The editor
of American Woodworker expressed
interest i n an article on the angled
tools that I used to hollow the interior of my ornaments. Unfortunately,
I never got around to writing that article. I wasn't sure that I had much to
offer on the subject. After all, the
tools were very simple, nothing more
than bits of high-speed steel (HSS)
silver-soldered to shafts of m i l d steel
and sunk i n a handle. Since 1993, I
have given numerous demonstrations, and I still get lots of queshons
about the steel I use, the silver solder, the angles of the tip, etc. So I decided that I ' d better get busy and
write that article.
A cursory glance at most woodturning catalogs w i l l tell that there
are numerous angled tools on the
market, but if y o u have access to
some m i l d steel, HSS tool bits, silver
solder, and an acetelyne torch, you
can make some very inexpensive,
serviceable angled tools.
I cut 6-inch tool shafts out of V4inch m i l d steel that I get from a local

To silver-solder the HSS bit to the mild
steel bar, position the pieces upside
down on a fire brick. The extra length
of bit will be ground off.
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Author's bent-angie toois, made by silver-soldering a HSS iooi bii to mild steel
machinist. (Keep i n m i n d that I am
talking here about making tools for
hollowing Christmas tree ornaments.
You can shrink these tools for turning miniatures or enlarge them for
larger hollow turnings.) I then grind
the shaft at about a 40 to 42-degree
angle. To be honest, I usually eyeball
the angle. Next, cut pieces of HSS
tool bits to the appropriate length. I
purchase mine from Enco M f g .
(800/873-3626). Part # 383-5312 costs
about $.75 for a 2V2 x ^/jg-inch piece.
I generally use lengths from about V2
to 1 inch. I find i t useful to have a
few tools w i t h different lengths. The
shorter ones are great for getting
around the comer w h e n beginning
the hollowing process and the longer
ones w o r k better w h e n you have a
bit of room to work i n the interior of
the turning.
To w e l d up the tool, I lay the shaft
of the tool on a piece of fire brick, upside d o w n to the way it w i l l be used.
Then I lay the HSS tool bit i n the
proper position to be silver-soldered.
I follow this procedure so that when
the tool is finished and i n w o r k i n g
position, the top of it w i l l be flat, and
I can hone the top of the tool as you
w o u l d any scraper. Don't forget to
ensure that the pieces are clean and
fluxed. Generally, I just touch the
edges to be silver-soldered on the
grinder and apply a bit of flux.
Most silver soldering requires that
the pieces be a very tight fit. The silver solder I use (Eutectic model
#1630 XFC, telephone: 800/323-4845)

requires a slight gap between the
pieces to be soldered. This is what
makes it easy for the beginner. In the
years I have been using this product,
I have experienced only one or two
failures. With the parts in position, I
heat the pieces to be joined unhl they
begin to get red and apply the silver
solder, allowing it to flow into the
joint.
When cool, I sink the shaft of the
tool about 2 inches into a handle.
Since the tool shaft is square, I drill a
hole that w i l l accept the shaft and
use 5-minute epoxy to glue the tool
in place. The epoxy fills i n the gaps.
Now, I grind off all the extra tool
steel and the rough edges, shaping a
round-nose profile and a double
bevel on the cutting edge of the tool.
The double bevel is not absolutely
necessary, but it saves me a little
time when sharpening the tool. I also
hone the top of the tool so I can raise
a burr when sharpening. In actual
use hollowing ornaments, I rarely
hone the tool, only occasionally finding it necessary to do so.
I use the tool after I've excavated
as much as I can w i t h the round-nose
scraper. A t the begirming of a cut
(really a scrape), I work on the lefthand side of the tool. As the cut continues, and I sweep around the
interior, I begin cutting on the tip,
and finally on the right-hand side of
the tool.
Bob Rosand, a frequent contributor, is a
professional turner in Bloomsburg,
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We meet on the 1st Tuesday
of the month. The meeting
starts at 7 PM.
We meet at the
Harpeth Hills Church o f Christ1949 Old Hickory Blvd- Brentwood, Tn 37027. Take 1-65
south of Nashville to the Old
Hickory Blvd. Exit 74-B. Cross
Franklin road, going 4.1 miles
(not quite to Hillsboro Pike). The
church is on the left side o f the
road. Facing the church, use the
left side entrance, half way down
the building near the back of the
sanctuary. Everyone is welcome.

Membership in the Tennessee
Association of Woodturners is
open to anyone with an interest
in the craft of woodtuming.
Annual dues are $25.00.

Officers:
interim President - Mike Zinser
615-292-8652
Vice President-Jackie Potts 931583-2257
Secretary/Newsletter Editor
John Lucas 931-525-6400
Librarian-Mai Clissold-615-3734881
Treasurer Jimmy Campbell 931381-9379
Imed. Past President- Mike Zinser

